Introduction
The Shift in Focus 'Action without a name, a "who" attached to it, is meaningless . . . ' -Hannah Arendt 1
I. From Religion to Religious Actors
In 2009, Ms Lubna Hussein, a Sudanese journalist and employee of the United Nations (UN) in Khartoum, was charged alongside 12 other women for committing an indecent act: wearing trousers in public. 2 The charges were brought under article 152 of the Sudanese criminal code, which provides that indecent acts and obscene outfits 'shall be punished with flogging which may not exceed forty lashes or with fine or with both', whereby 'the standard of the person's religion' is taken to indicate whether an act is indecent or an outfit obscene.
3 Law enforcement officers and Sudanese courts presume to decide which acts and what clothing deviate from religious standards. 4 Ms Hussein asserted that, as an employee of the UN she enjoyed immunity from prosecution, but she chose to resign 'so that I could face the Sudanese authorities and make them show to the world what they consider justice to be'. 5 Many lessons can be drawn from this 'Lubna Hussein's trial had nothing to do with trousers', The Guardian, accessed January 2012, http:// www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2009/sep/11/lubna-hussein-sudan-embassy-response. 3 The full text of article 152 of the Memorandum to the Sudanese Penal Code 1991 can be found in Amnesty International, Sudan: Amnesty International calls on government to repeal law penalizing women for wearing trousers, Press Release, 4 September 2009, accessed January 2012, http://www.amnesty. org/en/for-media/press-releases/sudan-amnesty-international-calls-government-repeal-law-pena lizing-women. 4 See note 3.
case, but what should be emphasized in this introductory note is the way Ms Hussein framed the situation:
Islam does not say whether a woman can wear trousers or not. This study takes an approach that mirrors the way Ms Hussein framed the situation. It shifts the focus of legal analysis-concentrating on religious actors rather than their religion, and on the rights and obligations of religious actors under international law rather than the compatibility or incompatibility of religion with international law. It is an endeavour that underscores the agency of religious actors in interpreting religion(s) and seeks to establish their legal accountability for these interpretations.
The decision to concentrate on the actions of religious actors was prompted by a certain sense of hopelessness which emerges from studies and articles that portray conflicts between religion(s) and human rights. Religions, and religion in general terms even less, cannot be treated as static, unitary blocs. While religious texts may remain unaltered over centuries, the practice of any religion is dynamic over time and diverse across space. For instance, Exodus 21:12 reads '[h] e that smiteth a man, so that he die, shall be surely put to death' 7 and Leviticus 24:17 confirms that '[h] e that killeth any man shall surely be put to death'. 8 A literal reading of these passages from the Old Testament would imply that, among other religions, Catholicism should support the death penalty. The Catechism of the Catholic Church promulgated by Pope John Paul II admits that 'the traditional teaching of the Church does not exclude recourse to the death penalty . . . '; 9 nonetheless, it goes on to reach the interpretation that, because the modern state no longer needs to employ lethal means to protect society, non-lethal means of punishment are 'more in keeping with the concrete conditions of the common good and more in conformity with the dignity of the human person'.
10 Consequently, the US Catholic Bishops' Conference puts itself at the forefront of the campaign to abolish 6 J. Copnall, 'Lubna Hussein: "I'm not afraid of being flogged. It doesn't hurt. But it is insulting" ', The Guardian, the death penalty in the United States.
11 The current interpretation of these biblical texts is not self-evident, nor have Catholic authorities adopted this reading consistently. In the past, the same text was used to justify the Crusades and Inquisition. 12 With these examples in mind, we understand that religions are constructs that often integrate a range of reflections on a single issue, which contradict and complement one another, and evolve variously over time and across space. It is here where the role of religious actors as interpreters of religion(s) becomes central, because through interpretation they generate the dynamism and diversity of religions. Given these premises, and when the goal is to ensure human rights protection, reiterating that certain aspects of religion(s) are incompatible with legal norms cannot be sufficient or satisfactory. It is therefore necessary to escape the discourse of inevitable conflict between religion and law and replace it with a search for means of securing legal accountability in this area. This is why the present study addresses religious actors. It consciously chooses not to concentrate on religion as a category within which oppressive structures or patterns may exist, but to focus on religious actors who, by their interpretations of religion, uphold and promote or, on the contrary, transform those structures and patterns.
II. Societal Pertinence and Legal Relevance
The relevance of this book's approach and analysis can be affirmed by placing the study in its societal context and reflecting upon existing legal literature.
Evidence from several quarters suggests a renewed prominent role for religion in many areas of contemporary society. Many authors invoke the emergence of religion in public debate following the terrorist attacks of September 2001; 13 however, the resurgence of religion had been heralded before then. 14 In his introduction to a multidisciplinary volume on the Desecularization of the World (1999), Peter L. Berger observes: '[T] he assumption that we live in a secularized world is false. The world today, with some exceptions . . . , is as furiously religious as ever, and in some places more so than ever.'
15 Berger ends his remarks with a warning: 'Those who neglect religion in their analyses of contemporary affairs do so at great peril '. 16 Samuel P. Huntington was also preoccupied by religion when, after the end of the Cold War, he drafted his (in)famous theory on the 'clash of civilizations' to explain the 'remaking of world order'. 17 The late social scientist contended that: '[T] he fundamental source of conflict in this new world will not be primarily ideological or primarily economic. The great divisions among humankind and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural.'
18 It was Huntington's understanding that religion is a defining element of culture and therefore plays an important role in the conflict between civilizations. It is not necessary to report here the methodological, historical, and sociological criticisms of this theory.
19 It may however be useful to illustrate with appeal to the 'Arab Spring' that a complex reality tends to refute any monolithic conception of, in this case, (political) Islam. These recent events have shown that the influence of economic concerns is at least as important as religious allegiance throughout the countries of North Africa. 20 Huntington assumed that cultures (including religious aspects) had fixed identities, rather than being in constant interaction with each other and with economic, social, political, and legal factors. This means that cultures constantly shape and are being shaped by the actions of various actors. The approach taken in this study is partly prompted by academic frustration with the fatalism that simple assumptions and simple categories can generate.
A different argument in support of the claim that religion-or rather its actorsexert social influence in modern society refers to the many links between church and state in Western Europe, 21 a region otherwise portrayed as an exemplar of secularism. As Chapter 3 will show, the relationships between church and state account for many of the cases related to religion which are brought before the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). Perhaps the most interesting aspect is that secularism itself, while challenging the presence and role of religion and its symbols in public life, may become akin to a religion. In Joseph Weiler's view, for instance, secularism cannot be equated with neutrality, because 'Laïcité is not an empty category which signifies absence of faith. It is often . . . a rich world view, a position of conscience. It is not an indifference to religion . . .
[B] ut a "faith" in its own right.' 22 So, while religion is less present in what we regard as secularized societies, it becomes, paradoxically, more visible. The Lautsi case illustrates the paradox.
23 Ms Lautsi challenged the display of crucifixes in classrooms of an Italian public school on the grounds that it was 'contrary to the principle of secularism' according to which she wished to raise her children. 24 Even if nothing else is retained in relation to this case at this stage, the flurry of attention which the presence of the crucifix received-from various sectors of society across Europe and beyond, including from politicians, religious figures of various creeds, and indeed legal scholars-should be noted.
The purpose of this book is not to evaluate whether we find ourselves in a post-secular society 25 and measure how prominent religion is in such society; whether resurgence or continuation can be witnessed, or whether the renaissance of religion is merely a perception that may or may not be confirmed by statistical data. Instead the author ventures to suggest that a heightened perception of the prominence of religion is sufficient to support this book's focus on religious actors. This is so because when religion is perceived as important, religious actors that interpret it-through constructing meaning and attributing significance to religious texts and practices-are equally significant, or more so. In this sense then, it is in the interest of both the legal scholar and society at large to understand not (only) whether 'God believes in human rights', 26 but whether religious actors do. This brings us to the second field to which the topic and the book's approach are relevant: legal scholarship. Responding to (perceived) developments in society legal authors have displayed a growing interest in religion and a rather rich literature has recently emerged. A survey of the literature shows that three clusters of topics have attracted the attention of legal scholars. 27 First, some scholars have studied church-state relations, the principle of state neutrality and secularism, including in relation to the display of religious symbols and the wearing of religious dress in public. 28 A recent volume by Jeroen Temperman makes an important contribution in this area. The author undertook a comprehensive legal analysis of church-state relationships in their different forms, and state practices with regard to them, with the aim of understanding their impact on the implementation of international human rights norms.
29 While recognizing that international legal instruments do not endorse a specific position on established religions, Temperman concludes that some forms of establishment of religion and state atheism 'amount to ipso facto violations of international human rights law '. 30 He argues that the 'ramifications' of the obligations of states under human rights law may give rise to a system of state neutrality, understood as the 'self-imposed prohibition of direct discrimination on grounds of religion or belief, supplemented with a lasting commitment to prevent indirect discrimination as well as a durable commitment to redress any instances of inadvertent indirect discrimination'. 31 27 It is important to note that, although the cluster classification proposed here is useful for analytical purposes, these grand topics which appear in literature should not be perceived as clearly delimited one from the other. On the contrary, they are interrelated. Often an edited book covers in its different parts all three clusters: see for example J. Witte Jr and J. D. Van A second group of literature examines the relationship between law and religion(s) through a historical, theoretical, doctrinal, or empirical lens. Important work in this category evaluates the contribution of religion to the development of international law, including that on human rights and humanitarian norms in particular, 32 and the compatibility of religion(s) and religious norms with human rights law, as well as the influence of law on religion. 33 Scholars have paid particular attention in recent years to Islam and to gender issues in the context of Islam.
34 Nisrine Abiad's comparative analysis of the role sharia plays in the process of ratification of international human rights treaties is grounded in a thorough understanding of context and manages to capture the complex interactions of human rights and sharia law. 35 The author shows that sharia is sometimes used as an 'excuse' to limit the implementation of human rights law at domestic level; however in other cases legislative amendments have given effect to human rights law within the framework of sharia law, refuting the assumption that the two are necessarily incompatible. 36 Third, numerous publications analyse the protection that international instruments and national legislation provide to freedom of religion, the prohibition of religious discrimination, and parental rights concerning the religious education of their children. Many scholars examine the jurisprudence of international courts in these areas. Topics that have received particular attention are conscientious objection, proselytism, and blasphemy. 37 In addition to academic publications, UN treaty bodies have produced relevant documents, including the Human Rights Committee's General Comment 22 on the right to freedom of religion enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), supplemented by the work of Special Procedures and other studies by UN bodies. 38 This book regards the three clusters of legal literature as its point of departure and draws on many of these studies. At the same time, it takes the analysis in a new direction, through the focus on the agency of religious actors in interpreting religion. It reaches beyond freedom of religion to address a wider array of rights of religious actors, and beyond the incompatibility of religion with law to address the obligations of religious actors under international law. The book will systematically carve out the accountability framework of religious actors-be they non-state entities, international organizations, or states. The ultimate aim is to transcend the deadlock on whether religion is or is not compatible with international law in general, and human rights law in particular, by providing a new narrative that seeks to ensure the compliance of religious actors with international law.
III. From (In)compatibility Towards Accountability
In shifting the focus of the legal analysis away from debates over (in)compatibility of religion and law, the book introduces religious actors as an analytical category.
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This analytical category presents religious actors as state and non-state entities, which assume the role of interpreters of religion, and draw on a 'special' legitimacy in demanding obedience from their adherents, members, or citizens.
At this stage it is important to express a caveat. The present study does not claim that the interpretation of religion is the exclusive right or attribute of religious actors; elsewhere, I have examined the role of non-religious courts in interpreting religion whilst adjudicating cases involving religious aspects. 40 The difference between non-religious courts and religious actors lies in the type of legitimacy they enjoy. The interpretations of religious actors are not regarded as legitimate by followers primarily because they result from processes of rationalization and have been enacted in a legal way, as is the case with judicial decisions; their legitimacy stems foremost from affect generated by tradition and charisma. 41 If truth be told, this observation is somehow axiomatic, since it is precisely their religious character which places religious actors in a 'special' legitimacy regime compared to other actors. 42 In practice, this 'special' legitimacy translates into influence, which may strengthen human rights and benefit the human rights movement; it may, however, also function as a societal taboo or a symbolic shield against outside interference or critique of manifestations of religious actors.
In the end, it is this, their legitimacy which makes the legal study of the rights and obligations of religious actors under international law so interesting and necessary, and prompts the fundamental question of this book: does the 'special' legitimacy of religious actors translate into a special legality regime? Let us illustrate the relevance of the above question with three cases which span across the state/non-state divide. The first example is ignited by a cautionary statement by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) to the effect that states should refrain from interfering with the autonomy of religious organizations. The Court ruled that 'but for very exceptional cases . . . the Convention excludes any discretion on the part of the State to determine whether religious beliefs or the means used to express such beliefs are legitimate'. 43 Should this statement be considered to affirm a near-absolute guarantee of church autonomy that discounts the possible duties of religious organizations towards respecting the rights of third parties such as employees or adherents?
Second, the Holy See claims a dual personality in international law, as the government of the Vatican on one hand and, separately, as the government of the Catholic Church on the other. This interpretation opens the door to what this project describes as a shifting of the two international personae. For instance, the Holy See has claimed and benefited from state immunity in relation to civil suits over its handling of clerics involved in cases of child sexual abuse in the US, whereby no differentiation has been made by courts as to the capacity in which the Holy See acted, qua church or qua state. 44 In turn, the review process of the Holy See by the Committee on the Rights of the Child shows that the actor does not assume its obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child as a state, but portrays them as moral obligations, drawing on its personality as the government of the Catholic Church. 45 The questions that need to be answered are whether this dual personality is consistent with international law and the practice of states and whether the Holy See enjoys the privileges of a state, but not the corresponding obligations?
Third, the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) assumed the role of interpreter of human rights in the context of Islam by adopting the Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam to 'serve as a guide for Member States in all aspects of life'. 46 Several of the provisions of the Cairo Declaration diverge from universal human rights standards. 47 Can states escape their international human rights obligations by joining an organization which apparently proposes an alternative understanding of human rights derived from a particular religious interpretation, a sort of 'religionalism'? As important, was this the goal of states in joining the OIC?
Against the backdrop of these three challenging illustrations, the aim of this study is to demonstrate that religious actors do not form an autonomous legal category in international law and, thus, share the accountability framework with their non-religious peers. To make this case, the book will develop in relation to the three types of religious actors-non-state entities, states, and international organizations-the following two central arguments:
• Religious actors do not enjoy special or exclusive rights compared to their non-religious peers.
• Religious actors have the same legal obligations as their respective non-religious peers.
Whilst it ensures a certain balance among the religious actors that it analyses in what concerns the religions which they propagate, this book does not aim to exhaust the entire array of religions-this is perhaps also in an effort to underline that it is not religion that is the focus of study here but the actors. As such, the two central arguments are verified in relation to the three case studies we have just touched upon: a diverse array of religious legal entities under the European Convention regime, the Holy See-Vatican, and the Organization of Islamic Cooperation. As these cases span across the state/non-state spectrum it is possible to envisage extrapolation of the results to actors similar in genre which nonetheless expound different religions. At least two other classes of actors might qualify as religious non-state actors for the purpose of this study, but they are beyond its scope: individual clerics and non-state armed groups with a religious doctrine. Some rights and obligations of clerics are addressed throughout this book, however a chapter specifically dedicated to clerics was considered unnecessary in the light of the research objective. Based on a preliminary assessment and several interviews undertaken in the course of the research it was concluded that the claim to religious legitimacy of a non-state armed groups might have a bearing on the adherence and obedience of the group's members. 48 Appeals to religion by humanitarian workers or negotiators may also facilitate, legitimate, or contribute to the success of humanitarian dialogue with non-state armed groups which have religious inclinations; however nothing specifically indicated that the claim to religious legitimacy had an impact on their position in international law by comparison with non-religious armed groups. These are certainly interesting topics to explore in a future study; they are, however, beyond the ambit of the present project.
Structurally, the study is in two parts. The two chapters in Part I, titled Religion, Its Actors, and International Law, lay the foundation on which the legal analysis in Part II builds.
Chapter 1 explores narratives on religion and international law and describes the separation of international law from religion as it asserted itself as a distinct discipline; it also examines the more recent pull towards religion in an attempt to draw upon its legitimating features. The chapter proposes a different narrative by demonstrating that the options at hand are not ignoring or acknowledging 48 In literature see for instance, P. Otis, 'Armed with the Power of Religion: Not Just a War of Ideas', in J.H. Norwitz (ed.), Armed Groups: Studies in National Security, Counterterrorism, and Counterinsurgency, (Newport, RI: Naval War College Press, 2008), 215-224. religion, but rather taking stock of religious actors that are present and, to a certain extent, influential in international law. This 'taking stock' narrative seeks to ensure the accountability of religious actors in their engagement with the law. To support this alternative, the chapter also surveys human rights, humanitarian, and criminal law instruments to show their human-centred approach, whereby an individual or individuals acting as a collective enjoys protection of their beliefs, not religion as such.
Chapter 2 introduces the analytical category of religious actors that functions as a heuristic device in this study's endeavour to verify the two central arguments.
The chapter provides the definitional contours of religious actors-they transcend the state/non-state divide, assume the role of interpreters of religion, and claim 'special' legitimacy. It clarifies these contours further by analyzing the interaction of religious actors in international fora on issues of sexuality and defamation of religions thereby also showing their potential impact on international law. Last, the chapter discusses the framework of acquisition of rights and obligations in international law of relevance also to religious actors.
Part II has three chapters, each dedicated to one case study aimed at Operationalizing the Analytical Category of Religious Actors. The methods and perspectives that the chapters employ are varied. These have been tailored to tackle the particular challenges which the 'speciality' of each religious actor poses: absolute church autonomy in the case of religious organizations, shifting international legal personalities in the case of the Holy See-Vatican, the carving out of exceptions to international human rights standards in the case of the OIC. At the same time, the chosen methods also enhance the potential to make comparisons between each religious actor and its corresponding non-religious peer: religious organizations versus non-religious legal entities, Holy See-Vatican versus non-religious states, OIC versus non-religious intergovernmental organizations.
Chapter 3 utilizes the capacity approach to 'extract' from the jurisprudence of the Strasbourg mechanisms the various rights which religious organizations have claimed under the European Convention on Human Rights and to demonstrate that the process of acquisition of rights functions in a similar fashion to that of non-religious legal entities. A detailed assessment of article 9 jurisprudence discloses why churches and other religious organizations were initially refused the protection granted by the right to freedom of religion under the Convention, and why today they are the exclusive holders of this right among legal entities. It discards this exclusivity-which would otherwise falsify one of the central arguments of the study-by showing that religious organizations enjoy a derivative right based on the freedom of individuals to collectively manifest their religious beliefs. The analysis goes on to look at the positive state obligations in the context of church autonomy, which it argues reveal the existence of human rights responsibilities of religious organizations, including towards employees and adherents, and the scope of such duties.
Chapter 4 examines the Holy See and the Vatican by first exposing the legal challenges posed by the dual personality scenario. One such problem is the shifting nature of the two personalities, which creates a situation in which the actor may legitimately avail itself of the privileges deriving from statehood but may choose when it complies with a state's obligations. In contrast to this dual personality portrayal-dominant in the current literature-the chapter advances a new argument, that of a construct formed by the Holy See and the Vatican which enjoys a single personality grounded in two sources: international custom recognizes the religious legitimacy of the Holy See, while a resemblance of statehood is conferred by the Lateran Treaty. It draws on a variety of methodslegal positivism, jurisprudential analysis, examination of diplomatic practice, insights from social constructivism-in order to first establish the personality of the entities under international law and then discuss the rights and obligations which flow from this personality. By exploring the responsibilities of the Holy See-Vatican under human rights law in the context of child sexual abuse by Catholic clerics in Ireland it illustrates that the actor's obligations do not appear to be different in nature from those of other states, whereas their extraterritorial applicability may be of greater significance.
Chapter 5 seeks to understand what drives the OIC's codification of human rights and reflect upon it within the framework of regionalism under two guises: as an approach aimed at carving out exceptions to universal human rights norms and as a context-sensitive approach to interpreting and applying international human rights standards. The Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam is examined against the background of OIC member states' obligations under international human rights treaties and their commitment to these obligations. In this light, it is submitted that the Cairo Declaration, which subjects the rights entailed therein to sharia law, does not reflect the majority of its member states' understanding of human rights, nor does it succeed in guiding their conduct in this area; by all accounts, this would be a failure for an organization that portrays itself as 'a guide for Member States in all aspects of life'. At the same time, the analysis sheds light on the non-accommodation by international law (its other actors and its mechanisms) of claims to religious exceptionalism made by some OIC states and also on the accountability of the OIC as such. More recent instruments, such as the Covenant on the Rights in Islam and the Statute of the OIC Independent Permanent Human Rights Commission, have a certain potential to promote human rights in the context of the 'Muslim world' 49 in a manner that is context-sensitive, yet more in accordance with the practice of other regional human rights systems.
The findings of the research are appraised in the Conclusions which offer an answer to the central question of the study: does the analytical category of religious actors form an autonomous legal category in international law? The Conclusions also articulate the need for a process of two-sided legitimation: religious actors have come to need the legitimacy of international law to strengthen the legitimacy of their authority to interpret religion, and international law itself may benefit from religious actors fostering its legitimacy in different cultural contexts. In an effort to place Ms. Lubna Hussein's archetypal case in a wider context, an interactional 50 approach to legitimating international law is explored. Such an approach draws on the interpretative role of a variety of actors, including religious ones, and on the recognition that international law itself is dynamic (as is religion) while its 'force' relies on legality and shared understandings of such legality.
